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AR/VR
Issue 04/2016 of e-tech focuses
on a number of issues related to
augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR). Among those the use
of VR in the aviation and maritime
sectors to form crews,
AR/VR as an asset in the leisure and
tourism industry, in manufacturing
and in healthcare. The issue also
looks closely at how to ward
off cyberthreats in industry and
shipping at a time when automation
and new technologies evolve at
an ever faster pace.
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EDITORIAL

AR, VR or both?
Cutting-edge technologies may well affect everyone’s life in the near future
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies are still at an early
development stage but evolving at an extremely rapid pace. Will one prevail over
the other in future? Will they develop in parallel, serving different purposes and
need? Time will tell.

AR vs VR
Both AR and VR change the way we experience reality. AR offers users an enhanced
version of their environment, allowing them to interact with virtual objects while keeping
them in touch with the real world. With VR, users plunge into a new artificial world that may
look like the real world but is completely fabricated.
Claire Marchand
Managing Editor e-tech

While VR often requires users to wear a relatively bulky headset that cuts them from the real
world, AR is developed into apps for mobile devices that integrate digital components into
their immediate surroundings. The early trials with AR smart glasses haven’t lived up to their
promises yet but they shouldn’t be completely discarded – they may well make a comeback
sooner or later.

Many applications
While today VR might work better for video games and social networking in a virtual
environment, AR is used in the development of many applications. Education, healthcare,
architecture and urban design, interior decoration, tourism, culture or retail increasingly call
on AR to perform tasks and/or make their products more attractive.
Whether hiking, trekking, visiting a new place, playing golf or buying furniture – the list is by
no means exhaustive – a simple smartphone application using AR can bring the experience
to a new level. In future, AR is expected to contribute to greater safety on roads, at sea and
in the air.
The next few years may bring new and very interesting technological developments that
may well change the way we live and make us see the world in a new light.

With AR apps, architecture models are
showcased in a completely new way that lets
users easily manipulate 3D plans through their
smartphones or tablets (Photo: Augment)

The gaming industry has fully embraced virtual
reality (Photo: Wikimedia Commons)
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Virtual reality is central to aviation
and maritime training
What is often seen as a novelty in many domains has in fact been used
for decades
Morand Fachot
Virtual reality is increasingly
making the headlines, thanks
mainly to the gaming community,
but it started finding its way in
a wide range of domains a long
time ago. Virtual reality has been
around for decades, one of its
earlier applications being the
training of aircraft pilots in rather
basic mechanical installations. It is
now widely used in the aviation and
maritime sectors to form crews.
Many of the systems set up in the
very complex training installations
in use today rely on a number of
IEC International Standards for
their operations.
Pilots being trained on CAE Airbus A350 XWB full-flight simulator (Photo: CAE)

Not that recent
The perception of three-dimensional
depth of space to create a form of
virtual reality has been familiar for a
long time. It was used widely between
the two World Wars and later on in toys
and devices such as projectors and
stereoscopes to give viewers looking at
two photos taken from different angles
the impression of seeing a scene or a
landscape in three dimensions.
Beyond the visual dimension what
could arguably be described as the
first “serious” virtual reality application
was developed in the form of flight
simulators to train airmen.
Following trials with purely mechanical
and very basic contraptions introduced
in the 1910s, what can be described
as the first real flight simulator, the
Link Trainer, was developed in the late
1920s. It looked like a toy aircraft with
short wooden wings and fuselage and
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was fixed to a universal joint mounted
on a platform which could be made to
pitch and roll using bellows activated
by an electric pump.
After a spate of air crashes by pilots
not familiar with instrument flying, the
US Army Air Corps initially bought
six exemplars of Link Trainers, which
were designed to train crews to fly
by instruments only. During World
War II, some 500 000 US and allied
pilots were trained on the ground in
the basic skills of flying by using more
than 10 000 Link Trainers, which
became known as Blue Boxes, and
were improved by using films and
interactive controls to create virtual
flying conditions.

The move towards electronicassisted simulation
The first generation of flight simulators
relied primarily on mechanical systems

to give trainee pilots basic physical
feedback from their actions through
pitch and roll. A greater sense of reality
was provided by the introduction of
electronic systems in simulators to
reproduce instrument panels’ visual
indications as well as sounds and
motion.
In 1954 the US company United Airlines
bought four flight simulators at a cost
of USD 3 million. These machines, to
which the nose of a real plane with

Kongsberg offshore vessel simulator
(Photo: Kongsberg)
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US pilots training on Link Blue Box devices

all flight instruments was attached,
are considered the first modern flight
simulators for commercial aviation,
although they were not installed on
moving platforms.
Flight simulators have improved greatly
over the years and are now very
complex.
The International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), the UN specialized
agency that codifies and regulates
many aspects of civil aviation,
published a Manual of Criteria for
the Qualification of Flight Simulation
Training Devices (ICAO 9625-1
4th edition, 2015).

These devices can be extremely costly,
depending on their characteristics and
certification class from the various
aviation authorities. Flight training
devices (FTDs), also known as fixed
base simulators, can cost from a few
hundred thousand dollars to a few
million; full flight simulators (FFSs), or
motion-based simulators, cost anything
from a few million dollars to dozens
of millions.

A manufacturer, Axis, stresses that its

British Airways is reported to have spent
GBP 10 million (USD 14 million) on its
newest simulator to train the pilots who
will fly its Airbus A380 superjumbo
aircraft. This may seem very expensive,
but when the cost of flying an airliner
(fuel, maintenance, crew) is taken into
account (from USD 6 000 an hour
for single-aisle airliners to upwards of
USD 8 000 for wide-body jets) flight
simulators are a very cost-effective way
of training crews through many stages
in the long term.

(TCs), such as IEC TC 20: Electric

FFS has a “6 DOF (degree of freedom)
fully electric motion system without any
other pneumatic or hydraulic support
systems, with less maintenance than
any other system in the industry”.
IEC TC 2: Rotating machinery, develops
International Standards for electric
motors.
Many other IEC Technical Committees
cables; IEC TC 23: Electrical
accessories and its Subcommittees
(SCs); IEC TC 47: Semiconductor
devices, and its SCs; or IEC TC 48:
Electrical connectors and mechanical
structures for electrical and electronic
equipment, prepare International
Standards for components installed
in simulators.

From aviation to shipping
Simulators are not used to train aviation

All down to electrical and
electronic systems
These devices rely nearly entirely on
electrical and electronic systems for
their operation.

pilots alone but also, and increasingly,
are used in the shipping industry
to develop bridge officers, pilots,
mechanics and other operatives.
Training for the latter sector relies
heavily on computer-based virtual
reality systems and simulation suites
that reproduce locations and ask
for reactions to commands from
the bridge, as well as to emergency
situations, such as simulated fires or
collisions and to mechanical incidents.
It is also used to train harbour crane
operators for loading and unloading
containers and to train other shore
workers.
The equivalent level of equipment
to the multimillion FFSs required in
training aviation pilots is not always
needed in the maritime sector, making
it possible to have training facilities
installed in educational establishments

Port crane operator training on a simulator (Photo: Transas)

or on shore sites elsewhere.
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IMO recommended practices
include simulation and manned
models
The International Maritime organization
(IMO), the specialized UN agency
with responsibility for the safety and
security of shipping and the prevention
of marine pollution by ships, supports
training using simulation and manned
models of ships. IMO Resolution
A.960(23) states that “The training
should include practical experience
gained under the close supervision
of experienced pilots. This practical
experience gained on vessels under
actual piloting conditions may be
supplemented by simulation, both
computer and manned model,
classroom instruction, or other training
methods”.
Advanced practical training of engine
room, ship-bridge crews and pilots is
carried out on simulators in special
schools and in centres run by marine
equipment manufacturers such as
Kongsberg Maritime AS and Transas
Marine International or professional
associations like the French Pilots’
Syndicate for the Atlantic, Brittany and
Overseas Simulator (SPSA).
SPSA offers an interesting insight
through the technical set up of its
simulator which relies on computers
and offers an impressive display
system:
“Screen projection is the key element
of the simulation process (...) Through
the bridge portholes, the image is
displayed by 13 beamers on a 280°
panoramic screen, 18 ft high x 52,5 ft

Rolls-Royce vision of land-based control
centre for remote controlled ships
(Photo: Rolls-Royce plc)
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diameter [5,5 m x 16 m]. In addition,
two short focal projectors display
the rear view from the pilot house.
Finally, four 3,3 ft [1 m] LCD screens
have been placed on both sides of the
bridge wings in order to optimize the
simulation of berthing and departure
operations”.
In addition the installation has also a
navigation bridge “installed just above
the projectors and its dimensions
are those of a medium-sized vessel
bridge (…) It is equipped with all
the navigational aids (...) and enables
the monitoring of all kinds of
vessels (...)”.
Although the system has no moving
part, it is so realistic that some users
feel seasick, according to SPSA
Director Vincent Le Gall.
Other centres make it possible
for trainee pilots to get practical
experience by steering electricallypowered model ships in a basin.
One such facility in France, Port Revel,
has a fleet of 11 1:25 scale ships,
representing 20 vessels, and 5 radiocontrolled tugs, which can manoeuvre
on a 5 hectare [12 acre] stretch
of water.
The ships are fitted out with all the
conventional features found on board
a real ship and have built-in software
and adjustable engines that can
reproduce diesel or turbine
propulsion.

Pilot training on a 1:25 scale container ship
at Port Revel ship handling training centre
(Photo: Port Revel)

No simulation without
IEC International Standards!
A very important part of all simulator
systems used to train pilots or ship
crews, is played by the components
that give trainees a sense of reality and
sensorial, even physical, feedback, a
kind of high-end virtual reality through
animation and sounds, in addition to
systems that reproduce motion.
IEC TC 100: Audio, video and
multimedia systems and equipment,
and its Technical Areas (TAs)
develop International Standards for
a wide range of equipment, such as
projection, storage and sound systems
destined to transmit images and
sounds to displays or speakers.

Simulation is also used to train maritime
search and rescue and lifeboat crews,
and for port operations.

IEC TC 110: Electronic display devices,
prepares International Standards “in
the field of electronic display devices
and specific relevant components”.
Screens are used in many simulation
systems and a wide range of displays
are installed in instrument panels for
FTDs, FFSs and marine navigation
simulators.

It will also prove useful in the not too
distant future as the introduction
of remotely-controlled unmanned
ships is being considered. Steering
these vessels from a distance will
require skills honed in simulators and
technologies applied in VR applications
and installations very similar to the
ones used for simulators.

Overall, simulation systems for
training civilian and armed services
professionals in aviation, maritime
and related shore operations rest on
International Standards developed
by many IEC TCs and SCs, working
with specialized agencies like IMO or
ICAO, the industry and other Standards
Developing Organizations.
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Preventing a potential cybersecurity
nightmare
Unmanaged user accounts in industrial environments present significant
cybersecurity risks
Frank Hohlbaum, Bart de Wijs,
Fernando Alvarez
Cybersecurity is now central to
the safe operation of industrial
installations, but user accounts
for many devices used in these
installations are not properly
managed. Central user account
management combined with
Role Based Access Control is the
perfect solution for managing
user accounts and permissions
efficiently and centrally while
still providing a state-of-theart security solution. This
eliminates the nightmare of having
unmanaged user accounts on
hundreds of devices.
Operator managing stations from a central point using a SDM600 System Data Manager
console (Photo ABB Oy)

Too many user accounts are not
properly managed
In many cases the factory default
user accounts and passwords used in
devices in industrial installations are
unmanaged and remain unchanged.
Shared and/or weak passwords are
also an issue.
From a cybersecurity perspective,
in today’s interconnected world,
both factory default accounts
and shared accounts represent a
huge cybersecurity risk and are
unacceptable. Besides cybersecurity
concerns, both factory default and
shared accounts can make control
system management a nightmare for
control system owners.
Consider the case in which a power
outage occurs as a result of a changed
configuration, but it cannot be
established which employee actually
changed the configuration because of

a shared account or whether a factory
default account was used to access
the system and make the change.
Another possible scenario is connected
with a single employee leaving an
organization. Since this member of
staff knows a password that is shared
by several other employees, a huge
effort is required to change this shared
password in a number of devices and
locations, to ensure that the departing
employee can no longer access the
system. Last but not least, the remaining
employees must also be informed of
the new password, so that they can
continue to carry out their work.
Legacy processes, tools and
technologies can make it hard for
security managers and system
operators to change systems so
as to adapt to and defend against
new security threats. Security

managers need proven standardized
technologies and modern tools to
move to the next level. Central user
account management combined
with Role Based Access Control
(RBAC) is the perfect solution for
managing user accounts and user
permissions centrally and efficiently,
while still providing a state of the art
security solution. It also eliminates the
nightmare of having unmanaged user
accounts on hundreds of devices.

Configuring user accounts from a SDM600
workstation (Photo ABB Oy)
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Technological change has brought
both operational benefits and
cybersecurity risks
Substation automation, protection
and control systems have changed
significantly in the past decade.
Systems have become more
interconnected and provide end users
with much more information, resulting
in higher reliability, increased levels
of control and higher productivity.
Interoperability between different
vendor products and systems has
been achieved by deploying products
and solutions based on open standards
such as publications from the
IEC 61850 series on communication
networks and systems for power utility
automation, or IEC 60870-5-104,
Telecontrol equipment and systems
– Part 5-104: Transmission protocols –
Network access for IEC 60870-5-101
using standard transport profiles,
and by leveraging proven Ethernet
technology.
This change in technology has brought
huge benefits from an operational
point of view, but it has also exposed
utilities to the kind of cybersecurity
threats that have been confronting
traditional enterprise systems for
years. Cybersecurity is an essential
component of modern networks, but
fragmented access policies across

network devices risk exposing critical
vulnerabilities.

Careless practices make system
access easy
The heterogeneous nature of
automation networks has complicated
tasks such as revoking staff
credentials, or changing default
passwords. Factory default accounts
often remain unchanged after handover
from manufacturer to customer, and
may even remain unchanged on
devices for their entire lifetime. Such
practices and unchanged factory
default accounts make it easy for an
attacker to access devices rapidly and
without needing to possess any special
skills or knowledge.
Furthermore, most control and network
devices provide logging capabilities
to record what users have done, but
if all actions are performed under the
umbrella of a factory default account,
then the logged information and audit
trail say nothing about who has really
performed which actions.

Setting the stage for a possible
solution
Control system owners and managers
would probably welcome positive

answers to the following questions to
ensure the security of their systems:
• Would you like to manage user
accounts easily?
• Would you to like to administer new
employees’ access and permissions
in your company from a central
point?
• Would you like to be able to remove
or disable user credentials quickly
from a single central location when
an employee leaves your company?
• Would you like the changes you
made in the central location to
be immediately effective on all
products from different vendors
throughout your organization?
• Would you like to eliminate worry
about default user accounts
remaining active on unmanaged
local devices?

The industry strikes back
Following demands from the
North American Electric Reliability
Corporation – Critical Infrastructure
Protection (NERC-CIP) Standards,
and many other cybersecurity
requirements, the industry is adopting
a common path to the future:
IEC TS 62351-8: Power systems
management and associated
information exchange – Data and
communications security – Part 8:
Role-based access control. This
Technical Specification sets out how
vendors should implement and provide
RBAC and central user account
management to their customer base.
Since the arrival of IEC TS 62351-8
in 2011, users have been able to
authenticate themselves across
their organization to all devices in
all networks, with a user-specific
and unique user ID and password.
Moreover, the addition or removal of
users is done centrally, in a single step.

Selecting user's role at log-on from a SDM600 workstation
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This technology offers not only the
central management of user IDs and
passwords, but also the management
of user permissions by assigning roles
to users, depending on their job roles
in the organization (RBAC).

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS
Possible solution for a nightmare
scenario
Control systems need to be managed
to ensure sustainable infrastructures.
Managing a system means continually
keeping its devices up-to-date.
The management of a cybersecurity
policy can become complex; therefore
to be efficient, security managers need
support from software applications.
A Role Based Access Control system
is such an application. RBAC allows
responsible persons to be able
to manage users and their roles
consistently from a central point – even
for multiple control systems in different
locations.
Not everybody needs to be a
system administrator. A common
sense approach in cybersecurity
management is to grant the fewest
possible privileges to every user.
A RBAC system based on
IEC TS 62351-8 enables the person
responsible for security in a company
to manage users for the entire system
and assign roles to those users from
one place.
IEC 62351 is a series of technical
security International Standards that
aims to secure power system-specific
communication protocols such as
IEC 61850 or IEC 60870-5-104. While
most parts of the series have been
released, more work is needed before
systems compliant to IEC 62351 can
be put on the market. IEC 62351-8,
finalized and published in 2011, defines
RBAC for power systems. This is not a
new concept; it is in fact part of best
practice in many IT systems. The use
of RBAC in power systems makes
it possible to reduce the number of
permissions that have to be assigned
to certain users so that these users
have only the permissions they need
to perform their duties. This reduces
the risk to the power system, as
permissions are only assigned when
they are actually needed, according to
the principle of fewest privileges. The

standard also defines a list of predefined roles (e.g., Viewer, Operator,
etc.) and of pre-defined rights.

Adhering to International
Standards as closely as possible
To ensure high quality and dependable
cybersecurity functionality in
heterogeneous installations, it is
fundamental to adhere to International
Standards as far as possible. A high
level of cybersecurity can only be
achieved by deploying and using
reviewed, approved and standardized
technologies and methods, especially
when installing devices from different
vendors. Utilities not following such a
wise path can find themselves locked in
to a single supplier offering proprietary
solutions.
Cybersecurity cannot be optimized
without knowing everything that is
going on in the system. Securityrelated events, like access and other
user activities in different system
components, need to be monitored
to identify potential attacks and to
optimize protection. Central user
activity logs collect cybersecurityrelated events from the system devices
and make the information available
to responsible personnel. An efficient
and user-friendly approach, such
as automatic recognition of event
patterns, is a key feature of such
monitoring applications.

About the authors
Frank Hohlbaum – Security
Manager Grid Automation,
ABB Switzerland Ltd.
Hohlbaum is globally responsible for
all aspects of cybersecurity within
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Shipping sets watch for [not so] distant
cyberthreats
Maritime industry bodies consider pre-emptive measures to thwart
cyberthreats
Morand Fachot
Piracy has posed a major security
threat to mariners everywhere,
from Asia to the Mediterranean,
since time immemorial. In the
future, threats from armed gangs
boarding ships and holding vessels
and crews for ransom may be
replaced by ones from cyberspace.
Every day, many institutions,
establishments and individuals are
the targets of cyberattacks. While
the maritime industry has yet to
record a major cyber incident, it
recognizes that it is only a matter
of time before some of its assets
are targeted. As a result, it is
taking pre-emptive measures,
which include the adoption
of International Standards,
to mitigate the possibility of
cyberattacks and their
potential impact.

Armed piracy still a major threat to
shipping
Armed robbery and piracy against
ships still poses a significant threat to

shipping; it is concentrated in certain
areas but has dropped 44% since
2011 when Somali pirates were most
active. The International Chamber

US naval crew boarding a Tripolitan pirate ship in the Mediterranean in 1804 (Painting: Naval
Historical Center, US Department of the Navy)
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of Commerce (ICC) International
Maritime Bureau (IMB) 2015 annual
report on Piracy and armed robbery
against ships recorded 246 incidents
worldwide in 2015 (as against 245 in
2014 and 439 in 2011). Nearly 60%
of these incidents (147) took place in
Southeast Asia. The report indicates
that 203 vessels were boarded, that
there were also 27 attempted attacks
and 15 hijackings and that 333 crew
were victims of various acts of violence
ranging from kidnapping to being
kept hostage, being injured or even
killed (one case). Bulk carriers, tankers
of various types and container and
cargo ships made up some 90% of
the targets. The cost to the industry
represents billions of dollars. However
a new, less spectacular form of piracy,
cyberpiracy, looms on the horizon. It
may prove far more costly and quite
possibly no less dangerous to the
shipping industry.

Cyber incidents on ships are not
unusual
Cyberattacks on a broad range of
sectors for fraudulent or malicious
reasons are widely reported on a nearly
daily basis. Financial losses, which are
often considerable, are also detailed.
The maritime industry has yet to make
headlines in this domain. However, this
doesn’t mean that it is not targeted or
that it is safe. Cyberattacks against
maritime assets would have particularly
serious ramifications since around 80%
of global trade by volume and over 70%
of global trade by value is carried by
sea and is handled by ports worldwide,

Hoegh Osaka car carrier intentionally
grounded in the Solent after listing
(Photo: Geni, GFDL, Wikimedia Commons)

Most global trade is transported by sea on vessels such as this large container ship
(Photo: Maersk)

according to UNCTAD, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development.
Furthermore, ships represent very high
value assets. The cost of an
18 000 Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit
(TEU) container ship, one of the largest
types currently sailing, is around
USD 200 million. If its cargo is
included, it can be worth one billion
dollars or more.
The International Maritime Organization
(IMO), the UN specialized agency
with responsibility for the safety and
security of shipping and the prevention
of marine pollution by ships, is now
considering cybersecurity matters
together with other bodies and relevant
international organizations.
Gert-Jan Panken, a senior executive
from Inmarsat, the global satellite
communication company set up by
the IMO, told participants in a recent
Maritime Cyber Risk Management
Summit held in London, that 43% of
seafarers reported having worked on
vessels that had been compromised
by a cyber incident, which could have
constituted malware insertion, digital
virus attack or software updating

issues. Some 95% of cyber incidents
were human-related, yet only 10% of
crew surveyed had received some form
of cybersecurity training, according to
Marine Electronics & Communications.
This fact points to a major weakness
that should, however, be relatively
easily remedied by applying
appropriate training measures.

Humans are not alone as the
weakest links
Outdated software and ships not
designed with modern cybersecurity
in mind are two existing vulnerabilities
that have been identified in a study
led by Plymouth University’s Maritime
Cyberthreats Research Group. The
paper, published in Engineering
and Technology Reference, notes
that maritime-related systems for
navigation, propulsion, and cargorelated functions can be the targets
of cyberattacks. It points out that “the
[maritime] sector is probably the most
vulnerable aspect of critical national
infrastructure”.
Cyber incidents could affect a number
of systems and points of entry. Some
of these were identified by speakers at
the Maritime Cyber Risk Management
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January 2016. These Guidelines on
the facilitation aspects of protecting
the maritime transport network
from cyberthreats list five functional
elements – identify, protect, detect,
respond, recover – “which taken
together can form the foundation of
an effective CRM system”.

Navigation and communication equipment on bridge of the Queen Mary 2 ocean liner
(Photo: Cunard)

Summit. They include the Automatic
Identification System (AIS), Global
Positioning System (GPS) and inputs
to the Electronic Chart Display and
Information System (ECDIS). They
could also come from connection
to online services over satellite
communications, in-port WiFi, or
through contractors providing remote
monitoring services, or engineers
updating shipboard system software.
The Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GMDSS) developed by
the IMO is seen as another potential
target of cyberattacks.

organizations and bodies have
highlighted the potential risks posed
by cyber incidents and are preparing
for these.
A September 2015 information
paper on cyber risk by the Joint
Hull Committee (JHC), which brings
together underwriting representatives
from both Lloyd’s and the International
Underwriting Association of London
(IUA) notes that “the risk of a loss to a
ship as a result of cyber disruption is
foreseeable, but is not yet a reality”.

It has published 12 Standards
covering various aspects of GMDSS
(based on IMO resolutions) in the
IEC 61097 series. It has also developed
International Standards for AIS and
ECDIS.

The Baltic and International Maritime
Council (BIMCO), the world’s largest
international shipping association,
published guidelines on cybersecurity
onboard ships in January 2016.
BIMCO Secretary General Angus Frew
said at the time that the aim of these
guidelines was “to provide the shipping
industry with clear and comprehensive
information on cybersecurity risks to
ships”. He added that they “should help
companies take a risk-based approach
to cybersecurity that is specific to their
business and the ships they operate”.

Growing awareness from
the sector
A number of maritime industry

Canada and the United States
submitted a framework document
for cyber risk management (CRM)
to the IMO Facilitation Committee in

IEC Technical Committee (TC) 80:
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment and
systems, is involved in developing
International Standards for many of
these systems.
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Cyber risk management guidelines
rest on International Standards
A common thread to all these
documents is that they show clearly
that all the measures recommended to
be taken to ensure better cybersecurity
rest on a number of International
Standards, many of which are
developed by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27:
Security Techniques.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 is a
Subcommittee of ISO/IEC JTC 1,
the Joint TC formed by the IEC and
the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) to prepare
International Standards for Information
Technology.
The Guidelines submitted by Canada
and the US to IMO list the following
CRM-related Standards and Technical
requirements (TR) developed by
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27:
• ISO/IEC 27001:2013, Information
technology – Security techniques –
Information security management
systems – Requirements
• ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013, Information
technology – Security techniques –
Information security management
guidelines based on ISO/IEC 27002
for process control systems specific
to the energy utility industry
• ISO/IEC 27031:2011, Information
technology – Security techniques
– Guidelines for information
and communication technology
readiness for business continuity
• ISO/IEC 27033-3: 2010, Information
technology – Security techniques –
Network security – Part 3: Reference
networking scenarios – Threats,
design techniques and control issues
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•

ISO/IEC 27039:2015, Information
technology – Security techniques
– Selection, deployment and
operations of intrusion detection
systems (IDPS)

The BIMCO Guidelines focus on
“issues facing the shipping industry
onboard ships” but gives the
“ISO/IEC 27000 series of Information
Security Management Systems
(ISMS) standards” as an example of
international standards and guidelines
that “cover cybersecurity issues for
shoreside operations.”
As for the JHC, its Cyber Risk
Assessment Guidance background
checks state that shipping companies
should carry out “a thorough threat
assessment, contemplating (...) the
current level of compliance with
international security standards
(ISO/IEC 27001 / ISO/IEC 27002,
NERC [North American Electric
Reliability Corporation] 1300,
ISA/IEC 62443). The IEC 62443
series of IS, TS and TR on industrial
communication networks/network
and system security, is developed
by IEC TC 65: Industrial-process
measurement, control and
automation.

Cyber incidents may not stay
limited to cargo theft and
smuggling for long
In recent years a number of cyber
incidents focusing on cargo rather than
vessels have been reported.
In June 2013, Belgian and Dutch
police broke a drug smuggling ring
after tracking down hackers who
had penetrated shipping companies
computers to follow the movement of
containers, loaded with drugs, to let
traffickers locate the right containers
and remove them undetected.
Pirates have also been found to
have hacked a shipping company’s
computers to locate valuable cargo,
according to findings published in a
data breach investigation report by
Verizon. “They’d board a vessel, locate
by bar code specific sought-after
crates containing valuables, steal the
contents of that crate – and that crate
only – and then depart the vessel
without further incident,” the report
notes.
So far no major shipping disaster has
resulted from cyberattacks. However,
the industry considers this to be a
possibility, as previously mentioned

reports indicate. Insurers also worry
about the possibility of a shipping
disaster resulting from a cyberincident.
In its 2015 Safety and Shipping Review,
Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
notes that “A cyberattack could result
in a total loss, leading to substantial
insurance claims for hull, cargo,
protection and indemnity underwriters.
It could even involve multiple vessels
from the same company”.
Allianz says that the cost of a maritime
disaster involving two megaships could
reach USD 2 billion.
The trend towards increased
automation and ongoing work on
the introduction of remotely-operated
unmanned vessels, may see cyber
incidents on shipping assets increase
in the future.
Reports and recommendations
from the IMO and the maritime
sector organizations show that the
cyberthreats are being taken
seriously; these reports also show
that International Standards developed
by the IEC on its own or within
ISO/IEC JTC 1 are seen as central to
protecting shipping against
these threats.

Rolls-Royce remote and autonomous ship concept (Image courtesy of Rolls-Royce plc)
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Experiencing life like never before
Smart technology offers a virtually real experience for growing numbers of
leisure activities without even having to leave home
Antoinette Price
From sports events to cultural
and historic venues, the leisure
industry is embracing virtual and
augmented reality in creative
ways, to make game viewing even
more exciting and offer new travel
perspectives.

Feel the Olympic buzz from
your sofa
If there’s one sporting event that
should be on every “to see” list,
it’s the Olympics, and the 2016 Rio
Games will showcase a taste of future
broadcasting technology. The Olympic
Broadcasting Service has announced
it will be capturing virtual reality (VR)
footage of the opening and closing
ceremonies, as well as a number of
events. This footage will be broadcast
live and available for downloading.
Headset users will be able to soak up
the incredible stadium atmosphere
as if they were there. Those without
headsets will also be able to have the
VR experience, thanks to 360 degree
video publishing on the web, such as
Facebook 360 or YouTube 360.
Football and soccer fans are used
to almost instant replays, using
360-degree technology to relive
exciting moments, but players can
benefit too. American football is using
VR for training and performance
improvement by immersing players into
the game and reviewing the moves they
make. Using pre-recorded footage,
players wearing headsets can practise
different runs as often as they like
and look around the entire ground by
moving their heads.
The Dutch national soccer team
trained with a specially developed
VR system before the 2014 World Cup,
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Selling a feeling through virtual reality (Photo: Sasha_Suzi via Getty Images)

which other teams have since trialled.
The decisions and moves made while
practising with the VR system were
then fully analyzed and discussed with
coaches. The system was developed
using multiple cameras around the pitch,
which made the pre-recordings, and
when player data was added, to create
lifelike team members in a real game.
In the US, more sports are being
streamed live in VR, so that viewers feel
they are where the action is, including
basketball, boxing, golf and motorcycle
racing.

How it works
360-degree VR is an audio-visual
simulation of an altered environment
around users wearing headsets and
makes it possible for them to look in
all directions, as they would in real life.
It can include live, real-time or prerecorded footage.
This can also be combined with apps
used on tablets and smartphones.
As users look back at footage, they
can change their perspective by tilting
and rotating the phone or tablet, or by
actually touching the screen, which
effectively becomes their eyes.

The Standards behind
the technology
A lot goes on behind the scenes of
augmented reality (AR) and VR apps.
Software drives components such
as displays, sensors, images, maps
and tracking technology, which link
to the hardware (headsets, smart
glasses, helmets, etc.). A number
of IEC Technical Committees (TCs)
produce International Standards and
have testing systems which help
ensure the reliability, safety, efficiency,
interoperability and quality of the
components within this technology.
A Subcommittee (SC) of ISO/IEC
Joint Technical Committee (JTC) 1,
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29: Coding of audio,
picture, multimedia and hypermedia
information, has published
ISO/IEC 23000-13, a Standard which
focuses on the data formats used to

Experience the stadium from your sofa
(Photo: Livelike VR)
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provide an AR presentation, designed
to enable the use of 2D/3D multimedia
content.
The work of IEC TC 47: Semiconductor
devices, and IEC SC 47F:
Microelectromechanical systems,
ensures that sensors and MEMS, which
are vital to this technology,
work reliably and efficiently, while
IEC TC 100: Audio, video and
multimedia systems and equipment,
produces Standards which contribute
to the quality, performance and their
interoperability with other systems
and equipment.

Find out more on AR/VR in in this
issue: Blending the real and virtual
worlds.

Tailoring your travel experience
before you leave
Even before reaching your destination,
the chances are you’ve taken a
virtual tour of your hotel room,
immersed yourself into the sumptuous
surroundings and felt like you were
actually standing on the balcony
overlooking the stunning vistas. It might
even have influenced your decision to
hit the ‘reserve’ button. As for what the
destination itself has to offer, you’ve
probably already researched aspects of
it using virtual or augmented reality.

Scanning around town
Technology used by the tourism
industry is evolving rapidly. Most
people have at some point scanned
Quick Response or QR codes –
2D easily readable scanner codes –
from enabled smartphones to go to
website links and read digital text.
On holiday, the QR code replaces the
plane and concert tickets and heavy
travel guides, giving fast access to
maps and entry to websites and easing
purchases made from the phone.
Tourist trails offer extra information
about places, monuments or statues
by scanning affixed QR codes.

No longer lost in translation
The Word Lens AR app enables
travellers to place a smartphone in
front of a sign or menu and get a realtime translation without connecting
to the Internet. It uses the device’s
built-in camera to quickly scan and
identify printed text, thanks to optical
character recognition capabilities, and
then displays the translation on the
screen. The concept is similar to apps
for blind people, which scan print on
objects such as food items, and read
them aloud.

Discovering the past through
today’s technology
From Indian palaces and Dutch
windmills to the Grand Canyon or
Sydney’s famous harbour, it is possible
to tour most parts of the world virtually,
with stunning 360 degree views.
Moving inside, digital creativity is also
revitalizing museums and allowing
them to present exhibitions in a more
engaging manner. A VR weekend,
during which visitors donned headsets
and walked into a 4 000-year-old
Bronze Age house, with a lit fire,
allowed visitors in the British capital to
experience a more realistic version of
life as it was.
3D scanning can transform artefacts
back to their original state, by mending
them virtually, adding colour and
depth, and overlaying useful facts and
information. Sketchfab is a platform
for publishing 3D and VR content
anywhere online and is popular
with a number of museums. It uses
technology that integrates with major
3D tools and platforms and allows
content to be embedded on any web
page and shared on other sites, such
as social media.
In a similar project, a university
workshop in Lebanon, together with
International Augmented Med, used
3D scanning as part of an historical
AR project created to enhance tourism

at historic and culturally relevant
destinations in Mediterranean countries
in the Middle East and Europe. The
partial artefact was scanned and
converted into a 3D model, before
being virtually reconstructed as a whole
piece. Then using the app and holding
the smartphone in front of the partial
piece, the artefact could be viewed in
its full state.

Shop ‘til you drop through your
screen
Certain people consider shopping to
be a leisure activity, and it comes as no
surprise that technology is changing
shopping habits. For many, online
purchases have replaced trudging
to the shop itself. Now digital-age
customers can use their screens and
mixed reality apps to try on shoes,
clothes, make-up and even check if a
new hair colour really suits them before
buying a product. Choosing the right
bed or sofa can end in arguments or
disaster if the purchase ends up not
fitting or is the wrong shape or colour.
Once again, customers can use an app
to place the piece in their homes and
avoid disappointment.
These are just some of the ways the
tourism industry and other sectors are
using AR/VR technology to enhance
the travelling experience, but like many
industries, it continues to innovate and
evolve with the technology.

Ginza 4 chome crossing – Seeing in
panoramic (Photo: Littlstar)
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Cooling data centre energy demand
Cutting energy needs for operating and cooling data centres emerges as a
priority for the future
David Appleyard
Continuing global growth in the
online sector and so-called cloud
services means a comparable
and significant increase in the
power use associated with those
services. Major internet-based
businesses such as Google,
Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft
are pushing for more dedicated
renewable energy to meet their
specific needs, but systems
efficiency can also make a major
contribution to curbing energy use.
Emerging standards have a key
role to play.

Driven by the inexorable rise of webbased services in the digital age, data
centres – effectively giant racks of
servers and digital storage capacity –
begin to place an increasingly significant
load on national power systems.
Clearly this demand will continue to
show dramatic growth in the coming
years. Industries such as the medical
and healthcare sector are increasingly
outsourcing data services, commercial
transactions through web-based
retailers and the financial services
sector are soaring and consumer
services such as streaming video are all
contributing to spectacular growth in the
number of data centres and their use.
While tablets, laptops and phones
may appear to consume relatively little
power, collectively the IT infrastructure
required to support them represents a
major source of power demand. Doug
Alger, Cisco IT Architect, told e-tech:
“Data centres are unique environments
because you have a significant amount
of power density within them – a room
filled with cabinet after cabinet of
computing equipment”.
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Interior of cloud data centre (Photo: ABB)

US-based environmental NGO, the
Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC), found data centres alone
consumed upwards of 91 TWh in the
US in 2013. This figure is expected to
increase by more than 50% by 2020 to
roughly 140 TWh, the equivalent annual
output of 50 power plants. Putting this
into perspective, the US generated
around 4 100 TWh in 2013.

Addressing data centre energy
demand
Recognizing the burgeoning energy
demand represented by their services,
major players in the data centre sector
have established their environmental
credibility by securing renewable
energy supplies or upgrading energy
supply and cooling systems to improve
system efficiency.

With data traffic set to triple in
three years, according to Lux Research
analysis, data centre demand for
energy and corresponding cooling
capacity is set to follow close behind.
The research firm calculates that
for each 100 W of server capacity
power demand, some 50 W of cooling
capacity is required. The demand for
cooling equipment, already worth
USD 1 billion per year globally, will
rise by more than 60% in the next five
years, it concludes.

For instance, new research from
Emerson Network Power found
that around half of all data centre
cooling systems in North America
will be upgraded before the end
of 2016 for improved reliability and
efficiency.
In a survey of IT, facilities and data
centre managers, Emerson reveals
that 40% of data centres have been
upgraded in the past five years, nearly
20% are in the process of being
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improved and about 31% will be
upgraded in the next 12 months.
“Reliable performance and efficiency
have always been critical to large
data centre performance,” said John
Peter Valiulis, vice president of thermal
management marketing for Emerson
Network Power in North America. “As
edge and cloud computing become
ubiquitous, ensuring the health of
cooling systems at smaller, localized
data centres and computer rooms is
crucial. Thermal upgrades are allowing
companies to improve protection,
efficiency and visibility within all these
spaces.”
Standards have a key role to play
in cooling system performance. For
example, IEC 60335-2-40:2016 deals
with the safety of electric heat pumps,
including air-conditioners, and of
dehumidifiers incorporating motorcompressors. It also applies to electric
heat pumps, air conditioners and
dehumidifiers containing flammable
refrigerant. Similarly, IEC Subcommittee
(SC) 61D considers appliances for
air-conditioning for household and
similar purposes. It has the scope to
prepare international safety standards
dealing with electrical equipment
used in commercial or light industrial
applications, primarily for the purpose
of conditioning air.
The Emerson survey also revealed that
40% of data centres were also said to
be adding economizers to provide ‘free
cooling’ when outside temperatures
allow.
Location, location
In a bid to reduce cooling loads,
some major players have relocated to
regions with typically lower ambient
temperatures, such as Nordic
countries. For example, Google has a
data centre located in Hamina, Finland,
which uses sea water from the Bay
of Finland in its heat exchangers to
reduce energy use from the server
cooling load.

Taking this concept a step further,
Microsoft recently concluded a trial
programme of a data centre deployed
under the sea. Project Natick seeks
to understand the benefits of and
difficulties in deploying subsea data
centres worldwide. After a series of
tests, the Leona Philpot server was
lifted out of the water late last year for
assessment. Power to the server was
supplied by submarine power cables.
Although IEC International Standards
do not specifically cover submarine
power cables, major submarine power
cable manufacturers like ABB or
Nexans rely heavily on IEC International
Standards when manufacturing high
quality products. Mentions such
as “the continuous current ratings
are calculated according to
IEC 60287 series of Standards” (ABB
XLPE Submarine Cable Systems), or
“Maximum value to IEC 60228” and
“Calculated in accordance to
IEC publication 60287” (Nexans
Submarine Power Cables) are present
throughout their marketing literature
as evidence of compliance with
internationally-recognized Standards.

Achieving more
Even with such high profile
developments, Ory Zik, VP of Analytics
at Lux Research, argues that much
more could be achieved with coherent
analysis. He explains that, despite
their sophistication, leading IT and
computing giants in the US use crude
and outdated information to calculate
the carbon footprint of their data
centres. He claims this leads to a
shortfall of roughly 25% in emissions
reporting.
“Data centres comprise the fastestgrowing energy-buying sector and
the companies that run them have the
most advanced data analytics tools at
their disposal, as well as high-minded
public commitments to sustainability.
They should lead rather than lag, by
using more accurate data to report

Data centres may be installed in places
where renewable energy is available, for
example the Bjarnarflag geothermal power
plant in Iceland (Photo: Landsvirkjun)

on their emissions – and to inform the
actions they take to reduce them”,
he says.
However, Zik believes that consumers
will demand better transparency and
traceability from companies. “I think
that as we move forward, with more
data devoted to understanding our
environmental impact, consumers will
have this coherent picture and once
they have it, they will demand greener
products like data from an environment
perspective. This will force companies
to improve their performance,
because otherwise they will be losing
customers.”
He emphasizes the key role that
emerging standards will play in
benchmarking environmental
performance: “We need to look at this
more holistically and just apply data
and calculate it [environmental impact]
properly. I definitely see standards
playing a key role”.
This is a point noted by NRDC, too.
It concludes that “to move forward,
systemic measures such as the public
disclosure of efficiency metrics are
necessary to create the conditions for
best-practice efficiency behaviours
across the data centre industry”.
One measure that may support
this goal is ISO/IEC 19395:2015, an
International Standard for smart data
centre resource monitoring and
control, which was prepared by
ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 39: Sustainability
for and by Information Technology.
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ISO/IEC JTC 1 is the Joint Technical
Committee set up by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the IEC to develop International
Standards for Information Technology.

Changing standards
Jack Pouchet, Vice President of
Business Development and Energy
Initiatives, Hyperscale Solutions, at
Emerson Network Power, argues that
improved standards are a key route to
greater energy efficiency. He cites
80 Plus, a voluntary certification
scheme designed to promote efficiency
in computer power supply units and
launched in 2004 by Ecos Consulting.
It certifies products that have an energy
efficiency of more than 80%. Pouchet
sets out a call for a similar standard
focused on idling energy use, which
he couches as ‘10 Minus’. “They’re
starting to focus on driving down the

idle energy demand, but there is really
no industry-wide push that these things
should consume less than 10%, or less
than 5%, or less than 1% [at idle]. There
are no goals, there are no targets”,
he told e-tech.
Pouchet calls for a data centre
equivalent of an X-prize for a
production server that uses less
than 10% of energy at idle.
As standards evolve to reflect more
accurately the reality of data centres,
other avenues to energy efficiency
are emerging too.
For example, ASHRAE, the American
Society of Heating and Refrigeration
and Air-Conditioning Engineers,
has produced updated standards
for temperatures and humidity for
computing equipment in data
centres.

Microsoft research project puts cloud server in ocean to keep it cool (Photo: Microsoft)
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Says Alger: “Over time they have
gradually broadened what they
consider to be acceptable ranges.
As those ranges expand, this opens
up more flexibility. You can start to
bring in outside air cooling, which
is one of the ways in which people
are being more efficient. The more
comfortable you are running your
equipment warmer or cooler within
these different ranges, the greater is
the number of days that outside air
can work for you and you can
let mother nature cool your
system for you, rather than having
to run the condensers in your air
conditioning system”.
Alger adds: “I certainly think standards
can play a key role in the behaviours
that they can encourage for people
as they are designing and operating
data centres”.
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Blending the real and virtual worlds
Industry is increasingly using VR/AR applications creatively
Antoinette Price
Virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) technology is all
around us. Whether playing a
mind-blowing game, training for
surgery, enhancing classroom
learning, or stepping inside a
building that hasn’t yet been
constructed to solve problems
before they happen, diverse
industry sectors are using
VR/AR applications in creative
ways. According to a report by
Digi-Capital, a company advising
AR/VR, mobile and games leaders
in Asia, Europe and the US, AR/VR
could hit USD 150 billion revenue
by 2020, with AR accounting for
USD 120 billion and VR for the
remaining USD 30 billion.
Using virtual reality to develop new vehicle models (Photo: BMW)

So what’s the difference?
Both technologies aim to immerse the
user with headsets providing stereo
3D high definition video and audio, but
they do it differently. VR users wear
a closed headset that blocks out the
external world and they are usually
seated. Though popular for gaming,
VR is also used in medical, military and
educational situations.
AR by design remains connected to
the real world, which the user can
always see. Smart glasses can be
worn anywhere, while doing most
things. Additionally, many mobile phone
apps use AR, making its potential
impact immense thanks to hundreds
of millions of mobile phone users and
major investors such as Apple, Google,
Microsoft, Facebook and others.

How does the technology work?
AR and VR apps are evolving at a great
rate. Complex objects can be tracked
and rendered in real-time, while new

sensing technologies (depth cameras
and miniature 3D scanners) enable
mobile devices to “see” the world
and digitally capture a surrounding
environment to be analyzed and
augmented with real-time feedback.
The hardware required consists of
processors, sensors and input devices
(speech and gesture recognition
systems), displays (monitors
and handheld devices such as
smartphones and tablets which
contain microelectromechanical
systems – MEMS – sensors including
optical, accelerometers, gyroscopes,
GPS and cameras for tracking),
eyeglasses, head-up display (HUD),
computers, software and algorithms
which help AR systems realistically
integrate augmentations with the
real world. Special 3D AR software
programmes allow the developer
to link animation or contextual
digital information in the computer
programme with an AR “marker” in
the real world.

Even the virtual world needs
standardization
Standardization ensures that
manufacturers, companies and users
can produce, sell and use reliable,
safe products and services. Several
IEC Technical Committees (TCs)
and Subcommittees (SCs) prepare
International Standards for the
technology behind AR applications.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29: Coding of
audio, picture, multi-media and
hypermedia information, has published
ISO/IEC 23000-13, Information
technology – Multimedia application
format (MPEG-A) – Part 13: Augmented
reality application format. This
Standard focuses on the data formats
used to provide an AR presentation
and is designed to enable the use of
2D/3D multimedia content.
The work of IEC TC 47:
Semiconductor devices, and
IEC SC 47F: Microelectromechanical
systems, ensures that sensors and
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Faster, safer and more efficient car
manufacturing
This technology integrates intelligent
systems in factories to improve
productivity, efficiency and accuracy
of manufacturing sites.
A leading German car manufacturer
uses AR wearable technology to
discover flaws before embarking on
full production.
During production line quality control,
assessors take photos and record
videos of the components with their
smart glasses, replacing less accurate
handwritten notes. They finalize reports
by voice at the vehicle, instead of
walking between cars to input data
at computer terminals. This avoids
workflow disruption and saves time,
given that many cars require between
10 and 25 tests.
Using 3D modelling tools and visualization techniques in the design process
(Photo: www.vrs.org.uk)

microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) work reliably and efficiently.
IEC TC 100: Audio, video and
multimedia systems and equipment,
produces Standards which contribute
to the quality and performance
of these systems and to their
interoperability with other systems
and equipment.

From the imagined to the real
Over the last five years, AR applications
have matured in the architecture,
engineering and construction
(AEC) industries. For example, the
SmartReality mobile AR app puts a
3D model in context by placing smart
devices before a 2D set of plans or
an actual site. It then recognizes the
design and the screen overlays a
virtual model of what the project will
look like once completed. By virtually
walking through this model, architects
and contractors can review and
avoid constructability issues at the
planning stage. It also helps with the
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prefabrication of building components,
and clients can see how their future
building will look in the existing
conditions and better visualize the
space and layout.

Manufacturing goes between
the cyber and the physical
More businesses in aerospace,
automotive, energy, defense and
medical are using AR and VR
manufacturing and production apps
to plan production and assembly
processes fully and virtually, down
to the finest details of production
line location, flow, cleaning and
maintenance.
Engineers can “walk” inside a virtual
power plant, manipulate a turbine
model in real time, view products at life
size, judge required components more
accurately and measure walkways
to improve safety. These apps also
facilitate product reviews, simulation
analyses, field service training, sales
and marketing and customer and
supplier interaction.

Improving the entire train travel
experience
A French multinational global leader in
rail transport markets uses a VR room
to improve its design, industrialization
and maintenance procedures. Here it
evaluates technical issues (collisions,
malfunctions), shows clients its future
trains and does research.
The room seats 23, has a large image
wall and stereoscopy capabilities.
Ten personal computers and four video
projectors display 3D images, while
a tracking system follows the user’s
perspective in real time. The user is
connected to the company’s data
management system and can display
and interact with any 3D model.

Streaming surgical training around
the world
In April this year, the Medical Realities
app enabled the first VR live stream
operation to be watched worldwide,
from a UK Hospital. A 360° camera
above the operating table allowed
viewers to zoom into any part of the
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theatre, while the surgeon explained
procedures. Students from as far away
as Bangladesh used smartphones,
headsets and tablets to get an
unobstructed view. This experience
could help train doctors in developing
countries which do not have the same
access to operating theatres and the
latest technology.

operating surgeon’s Google Glass

As different industries increasingly

sends actual surgery images to

incorporate AR and VR applications

the screen of a colleague located

in their work processes, IEC will

elsewhere. The remote surgeon then

follow developments and continue its

reaches into the virtual field and points

important work in standardization and

out deeper structures or advises on

quality assurance, so contributing to

the placement of surgical instruments.

the performance, reliability, safety and

These new images are in turn sent

interoperability of this technology.

Surgeons located remotely can help
colleagues who are operating via
the AR/VR app called VIPAAR. The

Glass. This assistance offers an extra

Find out how the leisure industry is

layer of safety from an expert who is

using AR/VR in this issue of e-tech:

located remotely.

Experiencing life like never before.

back to the operating surgeon’s Google

Medical training application in the CAVE2™ Hybrid Reality System by the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL), University of Illinois,
Chicago. CAVE2 is a trademark of the University of Illinois Board of Trustees (Photo: EVL)
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Multimedia systems and equipment
produce different realities
Virtual reality and augmented reality rely on audiovisual systems
and equipment
Morand Fachot
Virtual reality (VR), which
replicates an environment, and
augmented reality (AR), which
adds elements and information
to a real environment, are made
possible through the incorporation
of visual and sound effects.
Additional sensory feedback,
from tactile information or smell,
may sometimes also form part of
the VR and AR experience.
IEC standardization work for audio,
video and multimedia systems and
equipment, including electronic
display devices, is central to
VR and AR
Google Glass wearer (Photo: Loïc Le Meur)

Different realities
VR recreates an environment and a
perception of three-dimensional depth
of space through computer simulation
conveying audio and visual information
via a range of multimedia systems. It is
best known for its applications in the
gaming sector, but it has been widely
used for a long time in many “serious”
applications such as simulation and
training in the aviation or maritime
sectors, as well as in the military,
medical, engineering, architectural and
design domains.
AR inserts elements into a live and
existing [real] environment to overlay
additional information, mostly on a
variety of types of display, for activities
such as driving or flying.
International Standards for audio,
video and multimedia systems and
equipment and for electronic
display devices used in VR and
AR are developed by two IEC Technical
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Committees (TCs), respectively
TC 100 and TC 110, and their
relevant Technical Areas (TAs) and
Subcommittees (SCs).

Covering all audio, video and
multimedia systems and equipment
Publications prepared by IEC TC 100
and its TAs “mainly include
specification of the performance,
methods of measurement for consumer
and professional equipment and
their application in systems and its
interoperability with other systems or
equipment”, according to the
TC scope. The TC further describes
multimedia as “the integration of any
form of audio, video, graphics, data
and telecommunication and integration
includes the production, storage,
processing, transmission, display and
reproduction of such information”.
As of May 2016, nearly 450 publications
prepared by TC 100 were available on

the IEC Webstore, some 270 of which
have been published since 2000.
TC 100 is also developing publications
based on over 75 projects.
TC 100 was created in 1995 from the
merger of a number of TCs and
SCs developing Standards for receiving
equipment, cabled distribution systems
and audio and video recording,
equipment and systems in the field
of audio, video and audio-visual
engineering.
It initially started with four SCs for
multimedia end-user equipment;
audio, video and multimedia
information storage systems; audio,
video and multimedia subsystems and
equipment; and cabled distribution
systems. It later adopted a “unique and
flexible organization structure based
on TAs, replacing SCs to achieve
standardization in an efficient manner
for addressing fast moving multimedia
technology”.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AFFAIRS
TC 100 currently comprises 13 TAs,
as well as 17 Project Teams (PTs),
which address a common topic,
e.g. technology or application, and
“are clustered in a TA with a Technical
Area Manager (TAM) and a Technical
Secretary (TS) for efficient project
management”. TAs are disbanded
when all their projects have been
completed.
TC 100 has 19 Maintenance Teams
and nearly 400 experts from
21 participating countries are active
in its work.

It’s down to displays too!
VR and AR wouldn’t exist without
electronic display devices.
Standardization work for display
devices predates the arrival of
electronic display devices. IEC TC 39:
Electronic tubes, created in 1952,
prepared, among other things,
International Standards relating to
electronic tubes, including cathode
ray tube (CRT) equipment. It was
disbanded in 2012 and its work
taken over by TC 110, which was
initially established as SC 47C in
1998 under TC 47: Semiconductor
devices, focusing on the development
of standards in the area of flat panel
display (FPD) devices such as LCD
(liquid crystal display) and PDP (plasma
display panel).
Following technological progress
in the field of FPD devices, SC 47C
was transformed into a full Technical
Committee, TC 110: Flat panel display
devices, in 2003. Its remit was to

Co-pilot head-up display on Lockheed
C-130J aircraft (Photo: Telstar Logistics)

head-mounted displays (HMD), head-up
displays (HUDs) and the glasses type.

The HTC Vive VR HMD can turn a room into
3D space via sensors (Photo: Maurizio Pesce)

cover standardization work relating to
organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
displays, 3DDD (3D display devices),
EPD (electronic paper display) devices,
FDD (flexible display devices) and other
emerging FPD technologies. Its title
was changed to Electronic display
devices in 2011.
TC 110 has seven Working Groups (WGs)
that cover the main current display
technologies: LCD, OLED, 3DD, EPD,
FDD, touch and interactive displays (TID)
and laser display devices (LDD).
TC 110 also set up a Maintenance
Team, MT 62595, for Standards related
to LCD backlight units, a Project Team
to evaluate optical characteristics of
electronic display devices, including
mura (clouding), another PT for
Common test methods for electronic
display devices and an Advisory Group,
AG 11, to “advise TC 110 on strategic
business plans, specifically identifying
and making recommendations on the
TC 110 grand roadmap, WG structure,
and establishment of projects in
accordance with market needs”.
The global display market is extremely
significant. It is forecast to be
worth some USD 155,5 billion by
2020, according to the US-based
MarketsandMarkets research and
consulting company.

Near-eye displays
Wearable devices have increased
sharply the demand for additional
ranges of electronic displays. These
wearables include the wrist-band
type, watches and so-called near-eye
displays. Near-eye displays include

HUDs were first installed on military
aircraft in the 1940s to project some
basic flight information – initially at night
– on cockpit windshields. HUDs are
now widely used in civilian and military
aircraft and increasingly in automobiles.
HMDs are used in a variety of
applications, including entertainment
(video games), sports and training
and for simulation in the medical and
industrial domains as well as for driving,
flying and to replicate dangerous
working/operating conditions.
A proposal from the Japanese National
Committee of the IEC to form a “study
group on wearable display devices”
was accepted by the plenary meeting
of TC 110 in October 2015. This led
to the creation of an ad hoc Group,
AHG 12: Eyewear display, tasked with
developing an outline of the technical
requirements for eyewear display.
Nearly 150 experts from nine
Participating Member countries take
part in TC 110 work. As of May 2016,
125 valid TC 110 publications are
available on the IEC Webstore; 59 of
them have been published since 2000.
The TC work programme includes more
than 30 projects covering measuring
and testing methods for technologies
as diverse as OLED, haptic, flexible and
laser display devices.
Standardization work by IEC TC 100
and IEC TC 110 will prove decisive
in the development of VR and AR
applications and devices.

Samsung HT-AS730 home theatre system
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The off-grid solar revolution
Off-grid solar powered products are booming and giving millions of people
access to electricity
Antoinette Price
We don’t think twice about using
lights at home during the day or
after dark. We have also got used
to charging our smartphones
wherever we are – at the airport,
on a train or in the office – so that
we can make online purchases,
read the news, send messages,
do banking or make a call. When
we forget our phones or there is a
blackout for an hour and we can’t
watch television, use the computer
or boil the kettle, we find it very
annoying, but imagine if this were
the norm.

Turning on the lights
The 1,2 billion people who live without
access to the power grid spend about
USD 27 billion each year on lighting
and mobile-phone charging with
kerosene, candles, battery torches or
other fossil-fuel powered technologies,
according to the Off-grid solar market
trends report 2016, commissioned
by the Worldbank through its Lighting
Global programme.
Solar-powered light and home kits are
cheaper, cleaner and more efficient and
in the last five years, this industry has
seen rapid growth. Pico solar products,
by definition have a photovoltaic (PV)
panel smaller than 10 W, and the large
majority are portable lights. According
to the report, by mid-2015, 20 million
pico solar devices had been sold,
improving energy access for around
89 million people in Africa and Asia.

Pico solar goes mainstream
Pico solar is becoming mainstream
for millions of people who cannot wait
for the traditional grid infrastructure
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Pico solar home system is an autonomous, mobile energy system for rural electrification
(Photo: www.lcenergy.com.au)

to reach them. Additionally, as solar
power home systems continue to
evolve, the report estimates that by
2020 seven million off-grid households
in the developing world will use solarpowered fans and 15 million solarpowered televisions.

on International Standards, to ensure
safety, quality, efficiency and overall
performance of components, devices
and equipment for homes, offices and
health facilities, including for pico solar
products.
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 82:
Solar photovoltaic energy systems,

Ensuring quality products
In the pico solar industry, the market
share of cheap generic or unbranded
products is at least as big as that of the
quality-brand market. For this reason
it is imperative to make sure that these
vital products are up to standard.
The IEC System of Conformity
Assessment Schemes for
Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components (IECEE) offers global
testing and certification systems based

Pico solar technology for charging a mobile
phone (Photo: www.renewableenergy
world.com)
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produced a Technical Specification,
IEC TS 62257-9-5:2013, which covers
recommendations for small renewable
energy and hybrid systems for rural
electrification including the selection of
stand-alone lighting kits.

Assurance (QA) framework, which is

Lighting Global aims to provide an
opportunity to reduce the presence of
low quality products in these markets
through the Lighting Global Quality

Electricity access for everyone,

based on IEC TS 62257-9-5.
Find out more about how International
Standards are being used globally to
certify products in the e-tech article
everywhere.
More information: www.iecee.org

Pico solar controller
(Photo: www.portableuniversalpower.com)

AR/VR underground
New technologies bring increased safety levels to miners
Claire Marchand
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR), long associated with
gaming and entertainment, are
really developing into essential
tools for a number of industry
sectors: healthcare, education,
architecture, urban design and
civil engineering, tourism, sports
viewing, film and so forth. The
explosive (Ex) industry is also
beginning to see the advantages
of using AR/VR in their daily
operations. The mining sector in
particular has a lot to gain from
adopting these new technologies.

Safer and more efficient
through AR
Miners work in harsh conditions,
often underground in confined, dustfilled spaces with limited visibility.
The machinery they operate is huge,
not easy to maneuver and often too
large to be moved out of the mine for
maintenance or repair, which means
all operations have to be performed in
hazardous areas.
This is where AR has an important role
to play in assisting miners in many of
their tasks, thus enhancing their safety
and productivity.

Using AR systems for repair/maintenance of heavy machinery onsite is a real asset for miners

Using AR systems on handheld
computers, helmet-mounted displays
or “smart” glasses, miners can
visualize clearly the machinery parts
that need handling and have guidance
in how to maintain or repair individual
components of the equipment.
Through sensors on the equipment,
miners can obtain useful information on
the level of wear of gears, chains and
conveyors. The data collected by the
sensors is fed to a database that can
then provide real-time information and
visualization of the machinery. Stepby-step voice-over instructions guide
them through the maintenance/repair
process.

Knowing exactly where to find
components that need maintenance
of repair is cost- and time-effective
for mining companies and, most
importantly, ensures greater safety
for those doing the actual work
underground.

Training and planning
VR is another technology that could
prove useful to mining companies in
training their staff and planning future
mine sites.
Using VR headsets, mine workers
can walk through a virtual mine and
learn how to prevent potential hazards
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through the reconstruction of past
incidents. Once in the real mine, they
would then be better able to recognize
risks when confronted with dangerous
situations.
Through VR, mining companies can
also visualize a mine plan before its
implementation, thus ensuring a
better design.
Investing in AR/VR technologies may
be a smart move in that it has the
potential to improve performance
and safety for those working in such
hazardous environments.
Designed and built for Ex areas...
As is the case with larger pieces of
equipment used in Ex atmospheres,
any device – from the tiniest of sensors
to controllers, central processing units
(CPUs) and remote terminal units
(RTUs) – has to be designed and built
in compliance with the very strict
requirements set out in standards
and specifications, most notably
in IEC International Standards
developed by IEC Technical
Committee (TC) 31: Equipment for
explosive atmospheres, and its
Subcommittees.

Designing and building these devices
in compliance with IEC International
Standards is not enough on its own.
To ensure that any piece of equipment
meets the required criteria, it has also
to be tested and certified. Products
associated with a certificate of
conformity satisfy the criteria for safe
usage in hazardous environments.

…tested and certified by IECEx
IECEx, the IEC System for Certification
to Standards Relating to Equipment
for Use in Explosive Atmospheres, is
the only truly international Conformity
Assessment (CA) System to provide
testing and certification for all items of
Ex equipment and installations as well as
certifying the skills and competence of
individuals working in hazardous areas.
The System addresses the inspection
(location and other), installation,
maintenance and repair of equipment
and systems and assesses the
competence of personnel working in
this highly specialized area.
IECEx has been endorsed by the
United Nations (UN) through the
UN Economic Commission for Europe

...that can connect to Android smart devices (Photo: DAQRI)
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AR plays a key role in assisting Ex workers
and enhancing their safety – here a smart
helmet with AR display... (Photo: DAQRI)

(UNECE) as THE certification system
for the assessment of conformity in
Ex areas.
IECEx operates the following Schemes:
• IECEx Certified Equipment Scheme
• IECEx Certified Service Facilities
Scheme
• IECEx Scheme for Certification
of Personnel Competence (for
Explosive Atmospheres)
The System also has the IECEx
Conformity Mark Licensing System
which provides on-the-spot evidence
that products bearing the Conformity
Mark are covered by an IECEx
Certificate of Conformity.
For more information: www.iecex.com
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A wealth of information at your fingertips
AR makes you see the world as never before
Claire Marchand
Augmented reality (AR) may not
have developed its full potential
yet but the technology evolves at
such a rapid pace that it should
soon be integrated in our personal
and professional environment.
Architecture, education, medical,
sports and entertainment,
workplace are just a few areas
that can benefit from AR. Tourism
and sightseeing may also be
revolutionized by the use of AR.

Augmented reality on the go
Take sightseeing for example. In the
past you had carry somewhat heavy
travel guides for information on a city’s
cultural landmarks, accommodation,
restaurants and so on. Then, more
recently, you got rid of your heavy
paper guides and relied on online
versions accessible from your
smartphone. Today AR makes
traveling a whole new experience.
Long gone are the days when AR was
in the realm of science-fiction together
with housekeeping robots and flying
cars. Developers are tackling the
AR segment and coming up with a
number of fun apps that you can use
any time when traveling – and in your
home town! Get the app and you’re
ready to go: you only have to point
your smartphone camera at a street, a
building or an object and information is
instantly delivered onscreen.

A new, dynamic and interactive
experience
AR systems can help tourists find their
way in unknown environments, with
directional arrows and virtual paths
guiding them through streets and
showing them the nearest bus stop or
metro station. They provide customer

The Skin & Bones app of the Smithsonian Institute's Natural History Museum brings to life
animal skeletons

reviews for restaurants or hotels, as
well as immediate translation services
when needed.
AR takes museum visits to a new level,
engaging visitors in an interactive,
intuitive and dynamic experience. Kids
– and some adults – who may have
thought of a museum visit as boring,
may change their mind and see it in a
totally different light.

Behind the scene
According to WhatIs.com, AR is “the
integration of digital information with the
user’s environment in real time. Unlike
virtual reality, which creates a totally
artificial environment, augmented reality
uses the existing environment and
overlays new information on top of it.“
To make it happen, AR uses a wide
array of sensors, including a camera,
microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) such as accelerometer and

gyroscope that detect the rotation and
movement, computer components
and a display device. The growing
popularity of AR apps comes from the
fact that today’s smartphones already
have all these components.
AR app developers and smart device
manufacturers rely on manufacturers
and suppliers for high-quality and
reliable electronic components when
manufacturing their products or
designing their applications.

IECQ: Safety inside
Sensor manufacturers and suppliers all
over the world have a powerful tool at
their disposal, enabling their products
to meet the strictest requirements:
IECQ testing and certification. IECQ is
the IEC Quality Assessment System for
Electronic Components.
As the worldwide approval and
certification system covering the
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•

AR makes it possible to see sites as they
were in ancient times (Photo: YouTube Yehuda Vinograd)

supply of electronic components,
assemblies and associated materials
and processes, IECQ tests and
certifies components using quality
assessment specifications based on
IEC International Standards.

•
•

IECQ AC (Approved Component)
– IECQ AC-TC (Technology
Certification)
– IECQ AC-AQP (Automotive
Qualification Programme)
– IECQ Scheme for LED Lighting
(LED components, assemblies
and systems)
IECQ Avionics
IECQ HSPM (Hazardous
Substances Process Management)

•

IECQ ITL (Independent Testing
Laboratory)

IECQ is one of the major players
that contribute to making your
AR experience unforgettable.
More information: www.iecq.org

In addition, there are a multitude of
related materials and processes that
are covered by the IECQ Schemes.
IECQ certificates are used worldwide
as a tool to monitor and control the
manufacturing supply chain, thus
helping to reduce costs and time to
market, and eliminating the need for
multiple re-assessments of suppliers.
IECQ operates industry specific
Certification Schemes:
• IECQ AP (Approved Process)
– IECQ AP-CAP (Counterfeit
Avoidance Programme)

AR helps sightseers navigate city streets

The growing importance of global-scale
renewable energy
IEC provides a framework to test and certify renewable energy technology
Antoinette Price
Over the last five years, the cost
of renewable power generation
technologies has dropped while
the technology has improved.
Biomass for power, hydropower,
geothermal and onshore wind
can all now provide electricity
competitively compared to fossil
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fuel-fired power generation,
according to the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA).

During the 2015 Paris COP 21 meeting,
a number of important commitments
were agreed to in order to tackle
climate change by reducing emissions.

Increasing renewable energy
production is part of the solution
and will help provide growing world
populations with clean, affordable
and sustainable energy. Moreover,
a report by Bloomberg, says that by
2040, renewables will account for just
under 60% of the world’s new powergenerating capacity.

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

Energy from the ocean (photo: IBM)

Lowering risks and inspiring
confidence in the technology
Investment in renewable energy (RE) is
vital to achieving the above-mentioned
goals. Investors must be sure that the
technology is safe, reliable and durable.
Against this backdrop, the IEC provides
International Standards for technical
performance and safety for renewable
energy systems.
The IEC System for Certification to
Standards Relating to Equipment for
Use in Renewable Energy Applications
(IECRE) provides a framework within
which to test and certify that solar
photovoltaic (PV) technology, wind, and
marine energy conversion systems fulfil
the requirements of these Standards.
Established recently in June 2014,
the IECRE sectors have been working
to put rules, processes and structures
in place. Testing is underway for what
will be the first certificate for wind
power, which may still happen this year.

Who develops the Standards?
The following IEC Technical
Committees (TCs) produce
International Standards for RE:
IEC TC 4: Hydraulic turbines (water
power – rivers)
Focusing on turbine runners and pump
impellers; hydro turbine acceptance
tests; control systems testing; evaluating
cavitation pitting and discharge
measurement methods as well as
hydraulic turbine efficiency; vibration,
stability, upgrading and rehabilitation.
IEC TC 114: Marine energy – Wave
and tidal energy converters (water
power – oceans)
Covers system definition; performance
measurement of wave, tidal and water
current energy converters; resource
assessment requirements; design
and survivability; safety requirements;
power quality; manufacturing and
factory testing; evaluation and
mitigation of environmental impact.

IEC TC 82: Solar photovoltaic
energy systems
For all the elements in the entire
photovoltaic energy conversion
system, including the interface with the
electrical system(s) to which energy
is supplied. For example, defining
terms and symbols; salt mist corrosion
testing; design qualification and type
approval of crystalline silicon and thinfilm modules as well as for methods
to evaluate PV module performance
in different conditions during the year;
new technology storage systems;
system commissioning, maintenance
and disposal; system and component
safety issues, also for grid-connected
systems on buildings and utilityconnected inverters; and aspects of
environmental protection.
IEC TC 117: Solar thermal electric
plants
For systems of Solar Thermal Electric
(STE) plants and all the elements
of the entire STE energy system,
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From sunshine to power (Photo: Siemens)

Harnessing wind for electricity
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define terminology, design and
installation requirements; performance
measurement techniques and test
methods; safety requirements;
“power quality” issues for all systems
and address issues of connectivity
and interoperability with power grid
connections.

design requirements, performance;

IEC TC 88: Wind turbines
Covers safety, measurement
techniques and test procedures for
wind turbine generator systems,

farm power performance testing.

acoustic noise measurement
techniques; measurement of
mechanical loads, and communications
for monitoring and control of wind
power plants. Also works on design
requirements for offshore wind
turbines, for gearboxes and wind

More information on IECRE:
www.iecre.org

IEC WORLD

Electricity access for everyone,
everywhere
Facilitating rural electrification in developing and newly industrialized countries
Antoinette Price
World energy consumption is
expected to grow by 37% by 2040,
according to the International
Energy Agency (IEA) energy
markets forecast, which assumes
the continuation of existing
policies and measures and their
implementation.

According to the IEA, 1,2 billion people
do not have access to electricity and
more than 95% live in sub-Saharan
Africa and developing Asia.
Against this backdrop, the Clean
Energy Solutions Center, in partnership
with the IEC and the United Nations
Foundation’s Energy Access
Practitioner Network, hosted a webinar,
attended by more than 100 people,
on the role of International Standards
to facilitate rural electrification
programmes in developing and newly
industrialized countries.

Taking a systems approach
Yasemin Erboy Ruff, representing the
United Nations Foundation Energy
Access Practitioner Network opened
the session and introduced the first
speaker – Pierre Sebellin, IEC Systems
Technical Officer and Secretary of
Systems Evaluation Group (SEG)
6: Non-conventional distribution
networks/microgrids.
Sebellin talked about the need for
a systems approach to be taken in
evaluating the status of standardization
in low voltage direct current (LVDC)
applications, as well as nonconventional distribution networks
such as minigrids/microgrids.

Clean solar lamps enable children to study after dark (Photo: Panasonic Corporation)

“Recent technology evolution is
speeding up the deployment of
microgrids and the industry is
requesting standardization. Given that
this technology is complex, a holistic
approach is needed, with systems-level
Standards first”, Sebellin said.
SEG 6 is tasked with analyzing the
status of standardization, identifying
where it is needed and evaluating
the gaps and stakeholders in order
to propose a strategy for the IEC. It
addresses all microgrid types, including
in large cities for disaster recovery,
to prevent blackouts during peak
consumption periods and for electricity
access in rural areas.

Why LVDC, why now?
Vimal Mahendru, Convenor for
SEG 4, the IEC Systems Evaluation
Group for LVDC applications,
distribution and safety for use in
developed and developing economies,
and IEC Ambassador, described the

benefits of LVDC electricity. “One in
five people does not have access to
electricity, however, LVDC electricity
provides a cleaner, more efficient,
reliable power supply, and supports
most of the things we use today.”
Everything, from electric vehicles,
renewable energy technology, island
irrigation systems, kitchen appliances,
lighting, transport, smartphones and
tablets to systems with data and
embedded electronics, such as the IoT,
smart homes and smart cities,
runs on it.
A report by the World Bank Group
entitled Beyond Connections: Energy
Access Redefined lays out a way to
measure energy access using multitiers from tier 1, a home which has four
hours of energy access, to tier 5
which has 23. Mahendru said,
“More governments are using such
models to move populations through
these tiers. IEC is thinking of creating
a set of Standards from smallest to
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Smart phones and tablets run off LVDC (Photo: Android Press)

highest consumption, with several

Standards and testing achieve

importance of governments adopting

categories in between”.

quality products

International Standards and the need

According to Lighting Global, the

for product testing.

combined annual sales of pico solar
Lighting the way for off-grid
communities
Many off-grid communities in Africa
and Asia rely on pico solar products
for lighting or charging mobile phones.
Running on less than 10 watts, they
can combine a rechargeable battery
and charge controller with a very
small photovoltaic (PV) panel. Pico
solar products include: solar lanterns,
portable lamps, fans, radios and

products in these regions surpassed

“The Lighting Global Quality Assurance

USD 44 million in the first half of 2015.

(QA) programme provides an

Lighting Global is the World Bank

opportunity to reduce the presence of

Group’s platform which supports

low quality products in these markets,

sustainable growth of the international

but implementation issues must

off-grid lighting market as a means of

be addressed to achieve success.

increasing energy access to people not

The programme uses a Technical

connected to grid electricity.

Specification, IEC TS 62257-9-5:2016,
which provides information on

Dr. Arne Jacobson, who is a member of

IEC Standards and test methods”,

IEC Technical Committee (TC) 82: Solar

Jacobson said.

photovoltaic energy, Technical Lead at

mobile phone chargers. Without

Lighting Global Quality Assurance and

Currently a number of countries

these, the daily tasks of using mobile

Director of the Schatz Energy Research

have adopted the Lighting Global QA

phones to access different services or

Center at Humboldt State University,

programme, including Kenya, Ethiopia,

doing homework after dark would be

noted that not all these products were

Bangladesh and Nepal. Recently, the

impossible.

quality assured. He highlighted the

Economic Community of West African
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States (ECOWAS) adopted a
QA framework, which references
IEC TS 62257-9-5, so that the
15 member countries can now consider
how to use it in national regulation.
Paul Johnson, Executive
Secretary, African Electrotechnical
Standardization Commission
(AFSEC) stressed the great need
and opportunities for electrical
infrastructure development (electricity
and electrical appliances) to demand
and conform to appropriate Standards.

“Solar-powered LED lamps are a
step change in the progress towards
“universal access” and the only
one that many communities will
experience for decades. Ensuring
the quality, efficiency, reliability,
and long-term effectiveness of
such products through appropriate
Standards and Conformity Assessment
Systems is a major contributor to
sustainable access to modern
energy, however minimal that
access may be”, said Johnson.

Long road to the light at the end of
the tunnel
IEC continues its important work
with other international organizations
towards achieving universal energy
access, energy efficiency and
renewable energy solutions across all
emerging markets. It is involved in a
number of partnerships, for example
the United Nations Sustainable Energy
for All (UN SE4ALL) initiative and
IEC International Standards support
12 of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals to be achieved by 2030.

Sioma solar microgrid project in Zambia (Photo: Empowered By Light)
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IoT on the IEC map
First global workshop for Internet of Things Standards held in Berlin

Dialog is a medical concept… (Photo: Dialog)

Janice Blondeau
IEC, the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) and the
International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) organized a joint
workshop on Standards for
Internet of Things on 13 May 2016
in Berlin, Germany.

IoT: a global trend
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an
important global trend that requires
standards to ensure the interoperability,
safety and energy efficiency of IoT
devices and systems. The topic
attracts a lot of interest among the
standardization community and greater
coordination is needed.
In this context, IEC, ISO and ITU
organized a joint workshop on IoT in
Berlin. The event was hosted by the
German Institute for Standardization
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… designed for people with epilepsy (Photo: Dialog)

(DIN) and led by ISO/IEC JTC 1,
the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee
on Information Technology. The aim
was to share experience and gain
insights on ongoing standardization
activities in the area of IoT among the
three organizations.

Transformational role of IoT
Speakers from various sectors shared
their expectations of IoT and how it
could impact their area of activity.
Several use cases were presented,
addressing applications such as Smart
Grids, intelligent manufacturing, supply
chain management, and wearable

IEC WORLD
smart devices. Global challenges
such as energy conservation, smarter
cities and improved healthcare were
discussed as concrete examples
where IoT can have a significant
transformational role. The workshop
also talked about issues transversal to
the different application domains of the
IoT, such as data privacy and security,
and reference architectures. Progress
of related standardization is critical for
large scale adoption of IoT technologies
and solutions.

International Standards key to
successful IoT deployment
The workshop concluded that
international standards are of great
importance to build a global market
for safe, energy-efficient and
interoperable IoT devices and
systems. Panelists concurred that
expanding the existing collaboration
between the three international
standards organizations is vital for
accelerating the successful
deployment of IoT.

Intelligent manufacturing (Photo: Reuters/Issei Kato)

AAEON’s DRM Gateway: a device designed as the centerpiece for building management systems in smart buildings (Photo: AAEON)
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Upcoming global events
Smart Cities and hydropower on the agenda
Claire Marchand
The IEC regularly supports key
global and regional industry
events, which can present the IEC
endorsement on their website and
materials.

World Smart City Forum
Co-located with World Cities
Summit and Singapore
International Water Week
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore,
13 July 2016
World Smart City community and
Forum (#WordSmartCity2016)
organized by the IEC in partnership
with ISO and ITU will enable city
stakeholders and industry to discuss
and draft solutions to make cities
smarter around the world.
More information on the Forum’s
website: www.worldsmartcity.org/

The World Smart City Forum, co-located with World Cities Summit and Singapore
International Water Week, will be held at Marina Bay Sands in Singapore on 13 July 2016

Hydropower Development:
Europe 2016
Lyon, France, 14-15 September
2016

and future planned hydropower plants,
energy markets reform, potential
barriers and support policies, as well
as project economics and finance.

Participants will hear presentations
and discuss both current operational

IEC members benefit from a 15%
discount.

More information on the event’s
website: www.wplgroup.com/aci/
event/hydropower-developmenteurope-2016/

Hydropower Development: Europe 2016 will take place in Lyon, France, on 14-15 September 2016
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A call for tomorrow’s IEC leaders
IEC Young Professionals – 2016 workshop registration open
Janice Blondeau
For the IEC Young Professionals
Programme 2016 workshop,
IEC National Committees have
until the end of June to register
participants, selected at national
level. The 2016 workshop will
be held in Frankfurt, from
10-12 October, during the
IEC General Meeting.

Go ahead, Get ahead
It is an ongoing IEC priority to expand
its expert community to involve more
and more qualified people. To date
335 participants from 44 countries
have participated in the IEC Young
Professionals Programme since it
was launched in 2010. Many National
Committees (NCs) have also launched

The IEC Young Professionals (YP)
Programme provides a springboard for
further involvement in electrotechnical
standards and conformity assessment
work. The Programme is geared
towards younger professionals
whose work encompasses the
use of electrotechnical standards;
professionals with technical,
managerial and engineering skills.

conformity assessment. Participants
have the opportunity to meet key
management, from IEC Officers to
members of the Standardization
Management Board (SMB) or the
Conformity Assessment Board (CAB).
They can also observe a Technical
Committee (TC) meeting. Breakout
sessions, simulation of an IEC TC
exercise and interactive sessions will
give participants the opportunity to work
together and provide their inputs into
some of the issues that IEC faces.

Tomorrow’s leaders
The IEC Young Professionals
Programme provides capacity building
activities to help participants to become
tomorrow’s leaders in the world of
international standardization and

Experience standardization from
the inside
Following previous workshops, the
response from both participants and
their employer organizations has been
positive and enthusiastic. Participants

their own programme, following the
same approach.

The IEC Young Professionals Programme provides a springboard for further involvement in electrotechnical standards and conformity
assessment work
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say they have come away from the
three-day workshop with a deeper
understanding of the standardization
process, a broadened technical expert
network and the satisfaction of feeling
part of the bigger IEC world. The
networking opportunity with experts in
similar fields of activity is particularly
valued by participants.
“For me the most valuable thing about
the Young Professionals workshop has
been the networking opportunities. I’ve
managed to meet my counterparts from
various different countries and those are
great industry contacts that I’m sure to
use in the future. We’ll be able to call on
one another in our day-to-day work.”
Zoë Lincoln, South Africa

See the IEC in a different light
Participants’ prior experience of
standardization and conformity
assessment is varied. Some have a
broad understanding of the processes

involved and are working in
IEC TCs. While some participants
may use IEC International Standards
in their daily work, for example in
testing and conformity assessment
of their company’s products, they
may have been less involved with the
actual writing of standards and the
consensus-based approach used in
preparing IEC Standards.
“You get to meet the representatives
from industry, you learn to get along
with them and learn a lot from them.
You get to know how industry moves,
how International Standards are being
developed, and you understand a
lot about people from the rest of the
world and how they think…it’s a huge
opportunity.”
Ricardo Luis Nava Garibay, Mexico

Programme empowers companies
to provide their staff with fast
track access to the world of
international standardization and
conformity assessment and boosts
employees’ personal motivation.
For employer organizations, benefits
include enhanced participation in
standardization, expanded awareness
of the company and increased potential
for new contacts.

IEC Young Professionals –
2016 workshop
For the Frankfurt workshop, each
IEC Member country can register
two to three representatives,
chosen via an NC selection process.
More information about the
IEC Young Professionals 2016
workshop is available from National

Benefits also for companies
Enabling their employees to take
part in the IEC Young Professionals

Committees and on the IEC website.
Workshop registration will remain
open until the end of June.

To date 335 participants from 44 countries have participated in the IEC Young Professionals Programme
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May 2016 nominations
The latest TC Chair nominations approved by the SMB
Claire Vogel
During the month of May, several
new Chairs began their terms, as
nominated by the Standardization
Management Board (SMB).

Viktor Martin i
Viktor Martin i began his term as
Chair of IEC TC 32: Fuses, on 1 May
this year. Martin i has worked at
ETI d.d., a leading provider of products
and services in the field of electrical
installations, for almost 30 years as a
R&D Engineer and R&D Manager.
He currently holds the position of
Manager and Product Manager for fuse
systems at ETI PART d.o.o. He has
been a member of IEC SC 32A and
IEC SC 32B since 2000.
Martin i has been voted Chair of
IEC TC 32 for the period of 2016-05-01
to 2022-04-30.

Volker Wilkens
Volker Wilkens took up his role as
Chair of IEC TC 87: Ultrasonics, on
1 May this year. Wilkens has been head
of the Ultrasonics Working
Group (WG) at the National Metrology

Victor Martin i , Chair IEC TC 32

Institute of Germany (PTB), since
2005 and is responsible for customer
services, including hydrophones,
ultrasonic power meters and
reference transducer calibrations.
In 2013 he was appointed Convenor
of IEC TC 87/WG 8: Ultrasonic field
measurement.
Wilkens has been voted Chair of
IEC TC 87 for the period of 2016-05-01
to 2022-04-30.

Marc Vittoz
Marc Vittoz began serving as Chair
of IEC TC 17: High-voltage switchgear
and controlgear, on 1 May this year.
With a background in engineering,
Vittoz joined Alstom Grid in 1991,
where he has worked in several
areas, including conducting product
certification campaigns. Since 2010,
he has headed up all laboratories
for CERDA Alstom Grid and
participates in the company’s
standardization activities on an
international level.

IEC 62271-101:2012, High-voltage
switchgear and controlgear – Part 101:
Synthetic testing, developed by
IEC TC 17, work which earned him the
IEC 1906 Award.
Vittoz has been voted Chair of
IEC TC 17 for the period of 2016-05-01
to 2022-04-30.
Michael Appel
Michael Appel started his term as Chair
of IEC TC 62: Electrical equipment in
medical practice, on 1 May this year.
Michael Appel is a healthcare quality
and safety expert with a background in
medicine in particular anaesthesiology.
He has held the position of Chief
Patient Safety Officer at Northeast
Georgia Health System since 2011.
In this role, he develops initiatives to
improve patient safety and hospital
processes for personnel. Appel also
provides safety assessment services
and coaching for physicians and
healthcare executives.

Vittoz has been involved in
IEC standardization since 1997.
He leads the maintenance team for

Appel has been voted Chair of
IEC TC 62 for the period of 2016-05-01
to 2022-04-30.

Volker Wilkens, Chair IEC TC 87

Michael Appel, Chair IEC TC 62
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Joint IEC/IEEE Standard to improve
substation operation
Precise time synchronization for grid automation needs a broadly
accepted Standard
Morand Fachot
Communication between
equipment and systems for the
electric grid is an essential element
of power utility automation, and
central to the introduction of
Smart Grids. The IEC and the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
have joined forces to develop
IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3:2016, a dual
logo International Standard
specifying a precision time
protocol (PTP) profile for IEC and
IEEE Standards applicable to
power utility automation.

No reliable electric power
system without IEC International
Standards
IEC TC 57: Power system management
and associated information exchange,
and its Working Groups (WGs),
“prepare International Standards for
power systems control equipment and
systems including Energy Management
Systems (EMS), Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition (SCADA),
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs),
distribution automation, teleprotection,
and associated information exchange
for real-time and non-real-time
information, used in the planning,
operation and maintenance of power
systems”.
For optimum operation of the electric
power process, the equipment and
systems must be interoperable,
meaning that interfaces, protocols
and data models must be common.
International Standards in the
IEC 61850 series on communication
networks and systems for power utility
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Power transmission from power plants to home rests on reliable susbstations operation

automation, prepared by IEC TC 57,
play an important part in ensuring this
is the case.

synchronization classes of
IEC 61850-5:2013, Communication
requirements for functions and device
models, a dual logo International

IEC TC 57 is a customer of Standards
developed by IEC TC 8: Systems
aspects for electrical energy supply,
and by IEC TC 65: Industrial-process
measurement, control and automation.
It also maintains an internal liaison with
IEC SC 65C: Industrial networks.

Standard specifying a PTP profile for
power utility automation. This profile
is a subset of IEC 61588 extended
by performance specifications that
allow compliance with the highest
synchronization classes of
IEC 61850-5:2013, Communication
requirements for functions and

IEEE developed a standard for a
precision clock synchronization
protocol for networked
measurement and control systems,
IEEE Std 1588-2008, which was
adopted by IEC as the dual logo
IEC 61588:2009. On this basis
IEC and IEEE developed
IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3:2016, a dual
logo International Standard
specifying a PTP profile for power
utility automation. This profile is a
subset of IEC 61588 extended by
performance specifications that
allow compliance with the highest

device models, and with the
highest synchronization classes of
IEC 61869-9:2016, Instrument
transformers – Part 9: Digital interface
for instrument transformers.
IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3 was prepared
under the IEC/IEEE Dual Logo
Agreement by IEC TC 57, in
cooperation with IEC SC 65C/WG 15:
High Availability Networks, and
with IEEE Power Systems Relaying
Committee WG H24/Substation
Committee Working Group C7 of the
Power & Energy Society of the IEEE.

IEC STORE
In addition to normative references,
terms, definitions, abbreviations,
acronyms, and conventions, this
Standard gives details of supported
clock types, protocol specifications,
seamless redundancy, default settings,
Protocol Implementation Conformance
Statement (PICS) and management
objects.

applications that call for precise time
synchronization.

Technical details, requirements
and other elements underlying the
development of IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3
are outlined below by Christoph
Brunner, Roman Graf and Hubert
Kirrmann, three key experts from
IEC TC 57/WG 10: Power system
IED communication and associated
data models.

Ground faults are detected by
measuring current values on all
conductors to an object such as a
bus bar (differential protection); the
compared values must be sampled
within 3 microseconds relative to
each other. Instabilities that precede
a blackout in large electrical grids are
detected by a Phasor Measurement
Unit (PMU), a device which measures
the electrical waves on the electricity
grid. PMUs request an absolute
time synchronism better than
4 microseconds between PMUs
lying hundreds of kilometres apart.

Grid automation requires extreme
precision
Electrical protection, monitoring
and control are highly demanding

While typical industrial control systems
rely on millisecond synchronization,
e.g. through the Network Time Protocol
(NTP) over the internet protocol, grid
automation relies on precision that is a
thousand times better.

Protection relays must be operated in
synchronism with the zero-crossings of
the current below 1 ms of precision.
The state of the art used to be
to deploy dedicated, individual
wirings to the protection and control
devices (IEDs) carrying Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group time code B
(IRIG-B) signals. The large grids’
PMUs receive synchronization through
satellites, e.g. GPS or Galileo, but many
utilities do not trust satellites because
this signal could be interrupted in case
of war or be spoofed by a cyberattack.
Instead they prefer time distribution
over the data network, relying on
atomic clocks.

Ethernet transmission for time
synchronization with submicrosecond precision
Since the introduction of the IEC 61850
series of International Standards,

Substations are a central part of any electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system
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IEDs have been interconnected by
Ethernet (ISO/IEC/IEEE 8802-3:2014,
Standard for Ethernet).
IEC 61850-8-1:2011, Communication
networks and systems for power
utility automation – Part 8-1: Specific
communication service mapping
(SCSM) – Mappings to MMS
(ISO 9506-1 and ISO 9506-2) and to
ISO/IEC 8802-3, recommends
synchronization by the Simple Network
Time Protocol (SNTP), providing a
precision of about 1 ms, which is
sufficient for time-stamping events but
too imprecise for differential protection
or PMUs in wide area networks.

For its part, IEC TC 57/WG 10
opted for a profile already developed
for industrial automation by
IEC SC 65C/WG 15: High availability
networks. This profile offers the same
basic services as IEEE C37.238,
but provides more flexibility of the
network engineering and seamless
fault-tolerance. It was published
in IEC 62439-3:2016, Industrial
communication networks – High
availability automation networks –
Part 3: Parallel Redundancy Protocol
(PRP) and High-availability Seamless
Redundancy (HSR).

profiles. The result was the
IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3 Standard,
which has now been approved both
by IEC and IEEE.

Since 2008, the IEEE 1588 Standard
for a Precision Clock Synchronization
Protocol for Networked Measurement
and Control Systems has specified
time synchronization over Ethernet with
sub-microsecond precision. IEEE 1588
allows a large number of variants and
therefore IEEE standardized a profile
for grid automation as IEEE C37.238
in 2011.

IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3 to allow much
improved substation operation
To avoid the emergence of two
competing standards and a de facto
split between the US market and the
rest of the world, IEC and IEEE decided
on an IEC/IEEE Joint Development
in which the requirements of both
communities are considered, while
allowing for extensions to further

The IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3 Standard
will support the deployment of the
digital substation, especially of
the process bus that ties the primary
measuring equipment to the substation
automation system, with considerable
improvement to the engineering,
commissioning and operation of
substations.

Switchgear and controlgear installation in substation (Photo: ABB)
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IEEE plans to base additional
developments on IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3.
Within IEC, amendments to the
power utility substation automation
Standards, IEC 61850-8-1:2011 and
IEC 61850-9-2:2011, the substation
network engineering guidelines
IEC TR 61850-90-4:2013 and the
wide area network engineering
guidelines, IEC TR 61850-90-12:2015,
will reference IEC/IEEE 61850-9-3.

EDITORIAL FOCUS – PREVIEW

Olympic Games and
Euro 2016
This year is rich in world sports events. The Euro 2016 championship will see
24 football teams compete for the European Champion title from 10 June to
10 July. A month later, from 5 to 21 August, Rio de Janeiro will welcome the
Olympic Games. Viewed by millions around the world, these competitions will
offer spectacular and emotional moments for athletes and spectators alike.
Technological advances in many fields will be showcased. For instance, the
opening and closing ceremonies in Rio, as well as some of the sports events,
will use virtual reality (VR) technology, allowing those who possess VR headsets
to feel there are in the stadium. Those without headsets will be able to enjoy
the footage on 360 degree video publishing websites.
Intelligent textiles and wearables that help track performance in training have
changed the way athletes prepare for these major events. Many of the technologies
used for high-level sports performances may well become the next trend in
consumer goods and equip amateurs throughout the world.
Sports events that attract large crowds represent a particularly sensitive challenge
for organizers and require exceptional security measures, many of a technical nature.
Both the Euro 2016 and the Olympic Games will be subjected to drastic security
measures relying to a great extent on electronic alarm and security systems.
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